Eventually, I was reading a book and I understood that this is yet another book that only deserves to be flung off of a window because in particular it yet again contains zero spiritual information of any use. Still, one can consider themselves lucky that there is some information around. That's some progress.

That aside, it makes one feel strange when people aren't really seeing the obvious. In Christianity, you listen to all these great talks about "Humility", "Lowering yourself", "self-punishment", and how "Pride Causes the Fall" and all sorts of other garbage, and how evil and sinful it is for any person to have any form of personal self-existence.

At the same time, the only reason "Christianity" exists is because of an imagined rebel Rabbi, named Yeshua, or Rabbi Yeshu. All of these religions are about 2 things, the history of jews, and then another chapter of the Rebel Rabbi and his disputes with other sweaty, unwashed, hooknose and flat feet Jews somewhere in the middle of nowhere in the desert lands. Somehow this ended up to be very spiritual of a thing for humanity to follow.

So lacking of egoism is this religion, that if you don't believe in this Rabbi, not only you will lose heaven and earth, but you will suffer eternally and deserve to be roasted permanently in some sort of afterlife furnace. And what is the great story of this great and humble ego, which says "One can only find God through me" and other statements filled with intense psychopathy that somehow people take to be humility?

A scoliotic midget jew with kinky hair and a giant nose, had a beef with other similar subhumans somewhere in the desert. He made huge psychopathic claims about self-important and self holy he is. The great "Miracles" of "Jesus" are all sorts of important stuff such as turning water into wine! Oh my! Extremely important miracle. Humanity advanced a lot through this and not like the worthless works of Aristotle or Archimedes!

I think I know why this tree died by the curse of this Rabbi. It was actually because he was doing Teshuvah and hadn't washed in 40 days. He was so dirty that he went on the side of the tree and it died. The apocrypha may also mention diarrhea done around the tree, which is a very important scholarly subject to look into. Gotta give billions to universities to rectum-fy this question and if Rabbi Yeshua really farted or not!
Do not ask why billions are needed to be given to this, it's because obviously the potential fart of a jew is more important than let's say finding cures of great diseases.

It really helped "mankind" all of this! We advanced by this! Lots! Where would we have been without the story of Rabbi Jesus. I mean this just makes NASA, creating boats, modern science, flying to the Moon, and everything else shrink! A midget jew with oily hair and flat feet just turned water into wine somewhere in Jerusalem! He also made some real big and inflated statements about how self-important he is! And the dumb cattle is on board!

Arguably, Billy Gates made a company that turned shit water into drinkable water. So essentially one may argue and say that Billy Gates did a greater miracle than Jesus. Jesus was so powerful he once cursed a tree and it died! Really strong and meaningful miracle! He cursed a literal tree or some shit! The midget flat-footed retard did another useful miracle.

However, all of "Christianity", or literally, the name of a religion following behind this useless crap, is about "Humility", "Not having an Ego", and "Making small of yourself" and not having "pride". While all the fellowship of this den of retards is just a fellowship around the inflated psychopathic ego of a jew, and stories written around him, that never existed. How selfless and non-prideful of them.

Rabbi Jesus is the only one in the ego cult who can make the extremely ego-less statements such as, "only through ME your soul will be saved!". "One meets God only through ME!".

Another cult of similar retardation is Islam, whose central retard in question is Mohammed. Mohammed was a jew and a child-molesting rapist, and for that, somehow, he deserves a lot of attention. What a miracle it is to marry a 9-year-old bride. One cannot even remotely comprehend how much seduction, effort, and high intelligence one needs to fuck a donkey, a mule, or a goat, let alone marry a 9-year-old girl such as in Mohammedanism.

Indeed, worthy of immaculate respect and loyalty for aeons to come! And somehow around this retarded stuff, people again build a religion around. Somehow if one doesn't comply to this jew, he will equally burn in eternal hellfire, experience mortal agony, and be slain.

But this isn't all of it. Why I wanted to fling this book out of a window, is in particular because this book was about Falun Gong. You know, so-called spiritual art. This book was the lectures of a so-called Master of Gong. In this
book, the master was going on and on about how "Humility" and "Death of pride" and "all attachment" was a necessity. He was going ballistic about how one has to eradicate themselves and the mind, and praised Buddhism for this.

Being as selfless as he was, he went forth to make even more selfless statements. Such as for example on how spiritually advanced he was, and how "STUDENTS ARE OBLIGATED TO SIT THERE FOR HIM TO OPEN THEIR THIRD EYE AS NOBODY ELSE CAN DO THIS IN THE WORLD". The selfless and un-egoistic so-called "master" was saying other non-egoistical stuff also, such as how "HIS PERSONAL AURA ENCOMPASSES THE GALAXY", and writing huge rants about how "MANY SPIRITUAL POWERS HE HIMSELF POSSESSES THAT HE CAN NEVER DISPLAY BECAUSE IT'S PROHIBITED".

When anyone asked a question on why he doesn't do anything further to help the world, his replies were "I AM PROHIBITED BY THE HIGHER POWERS OF DOING ANYTHING LIKE THIS AS IT WILL UPSET KARMIC LAW!". All of the universe was encompassed ["The aura of the teachers extends to the milky way!"] indeed based on this strange idiot, and his little gang of "Teachers", sort of how all salvation goes through Jesus and his 12 foolish apostles.

This is only the tip of the iceberg of claims. There were more claims such as by not following him or questioning him, one would end up in some sort of Karmic Hell-Loop and be punished eternally. Selflessness, lack of pride, and humility. Amen goy, Amen.

Needless to say, Satanism is falsely claimed as the "Egoistic" religion and all the related propaganda garbage. Next time a Xian talks to you, think how these are called? Christians and Mohammedans. What is it that they believe? Strange faith without anything into some strange scoliotic, leprotic short midget from the desert, that claims it was the "Son of God", or they believe in some strange "Holy" child molester, and won't take any question about what is "Godly" or "Miraculous" or even "useful for humanity" out of this crap.


A retarded child molester or jew turd that cursed a tree and made it wither? God! He also did this other miracle of walking on top of water! Extremely important miracle! Jesus existed before the modern Jet Ski! Very important for a human to go over water like a Jet Ski! Proves a lot about humanity! Imagine before this the idiotic Greeks and Egyptians already had boats that could fit in 200 people. But some jew walked on the water like a Jet Ski, and that is the real miracle.
It should be obvious by these highlighted points that these people are flatline retarded, and the same goes for their so-called "Spiritual expectations" and their "Spirituality" and cattle soul. These people are only fit for slaves and their faith is a slave faith.

In other words, just remember we are dealing with very low IQ people here, almost flat retarded. A person who cannot see past this isn't only in fault because they are being worked magick upon, but because one is a retard and has the IQ of a fish. We're talking about people who claim they believe in the "All powerful creator of the cosmos" and they pray to find their car keys to this thing and they can't find their keys inside their own bag.

Why these people dislike us? Because we say uhm... Humanity has to advance and that we should focus on advancing spiritually ourselves, and understanding true spirituality. How detestable! Humanity only existed to worship 2 or 3 jews, that's what a Rabbi said! How dare you transgress this paradigm, goyim animals! Oy vey! Holocausted!

We aren't talking about "Spiritual Religions" in regards to Abrahamism and many other similar crap, we are talking about modern cults for retards. We are talking about the systematic misdirection of people from everything spiritual, it's interpolation into useless garbage, and a dive into eternal useless disinformation, only to benefit a very little amount of jews worldwide.

To not conform to this paradigm is also called "Evil Satanism" and the "Work of the Devil". I am really happy that I am able to work for the Devil.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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